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Question No: 1  
Laura is a user and netadm is a role on a Solaris 11 system. You want to allow Laura to generate SSH keys. 
Which two steps should be taken?  
A. Verify that netadm includes the Network Management profile.  
B. Verify that laura has permission to access the Network Management profile.  
C. Verify that the Network Management profile includes the netadm role.  
D. Add a line for the ssh-keygen command to the file auth_attr.d/local-entries.  
E. Add a line for the ssh-keygen command to the file exec_attr.d/local-entries.  
Answer: A,D  
 
Question No: 2  
Your colleague is administering the company’s Automated Install server and is using a custom manifest. You 
now plan to replace the default AI manifest with the custom manifest.  
Which installadm subcommand must you use to replace the default AI manifest?  
A. update-service  
B. update-manifest  
C. set-service  
D. create-manifest  
E. create-service  
F. set-manifest  
Answer: B  
 
Question No: 3  
You are considering using IPMP and Link Aggregation. Which two statements are true about these 
technologies?  
A. IPMP requires all interfaces to support the same bit rate.  
B. Both technologies can increase outbound bandwidth.  
C. Link Aggregation does not offer link failure protection.  
D. Link Aggregation requires all interfaces to support the same bit rate.  
E. IPMP supports load spreading across all interfaces for inbound traffic  
Answer: B,E  
 
Question No: 4  
You are about to configure an AI server and you need to determine if NWAM is configured, if the system has 
a manually configured IP interface. Which command gives you this information?  
A. nscfg list  
B. netadm list  
C. netcfg list  
D. svcs network/physical  
Answer: B  
 



Question No: 5  
You added three interfaces to an IPMP group. You now want to review the failure detection modes. Which 
command most you use to determine if all interfaces in the group support link-based detection?  
A. ipadm show-ifprop  
B. dlstat show-link  
C. dladm show-link  
D. ipmpstat –i  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 6  
Given the following commands and output:  

 
Which statement summarizes this sequence of commands?  
A. The BE solaris in the Global zone is the same BE that is listed in the third command.  
B. The BE solaris-1 is activated to boot when the ozone zone is rebooted.  
C. The BE solaris-1 was created when the BE solaris-2 was created.  
D. The BE ozone2 is a BE of a zone with the zone name ozone2.  
Answer: A  
 
Question No: 7  
Oracle has released a new version of the Solaris operating system and it is located in a repository on SRVA 
and is stored in the rpool/export/sllRepo file system. The repository is accessible to SRVB through the 
/remoteRepo NFS mount point.  
You need to add a local repository on SRVB in the /export/sllReleaseRepo file system. The repository will be 
an exact copy of the repository that is stored on SRVA. Currently, the only publisher on SVRB is:  

 
Which command must you use to copy the contents of the repository from SRVA to the local file system on 
SRVB?  
A. pkgrepo create /export/sllReleaseRepopkgrecv –s /remoteRepo –d /export/sllReleaseRepo  
B. pkgrecv –s file:///remoteRepo –d file:///export/sllReleaseRepo ‘*’  
C. pkgrecv –s /remoteRepo –d /export/sllReleaseRepo ‘*’  
D. pkgrecv –s /remoteRepo –d file:///export/sllReleaseRepo ‘*’  
E. rsync –aP /remoteRepo /export/sllReleaseRepo  
Answer: A  
 



Question No: 8  
You are tasked to reconfigure zone1 to use virtual interface vnic1 as its network interface. Which two steps 
must be included?  
A. Disable IP Filter and IPsec.  
B. Configure the NWAM NCP to Automatic.  
C. Change the shared IP zone to an exclusive IP zone.  
D. Reboot zone1 so that changes made with zonecfg take effect.  
E. From the global zone, set the IP address of vnic1 and configure the default route.  
Answer: C,D  
 
Question No: 9  
Changes were made to the application/pkg/server:default service when an administrator made modifications 
to add a local package repository.  
Which command should be used to identify the changes that were made to the application/pkg/server:default 
service?  
A. svcs –l application/pkg/server:default  
B. svcs –vx application/pkg/server:default  
C. svccfg –s application/pkg/server listprop  
D. svccfg –s application/pkg/server:default listcust –L  
E. svccfg –s application/pkg/server listpg  
Answer: D  
 
Question No: 10  
Which scheduling class distributes CPU resources among its processes based on assigned importance?  
A. Fair Share Scheduler (FSS)  
B. Real-Time (RT)  
C. Fixed-priority (FX)  
D. Timesharing (TS)  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 11  
You have a server that has two zones configured. These zones use the pool named pool_zones. Examine the 
following configuration information:  



 

The system has four CPUs. Assume that both zones are under heavy load. Examine the following partial output: 

 
Which option describes the values you would expect to see for the CPU field for the zones? 
A. approximately 40% for z1 and approximately 60% for z2  
B. approximately 60% for z1 and approximately 40% for z2  
C. approximately 20% for z1 and approximately 30% for z2  
D. approximately 30% for z1 and approximately 20% for z2  
E. approximately 25% for z1 and approximately 25% for z2  
Answer: A  
 
Question No: 12  
The zfs holds command displays the following information:  

 
Which two statements are true?  
A. Use zfs destroy –d pool12/data@nov to destroy the snapshot immediately.  
B. Attempts to destroy the snapshot using zfs destroy pool12/data@nov will fail.  
C. Attempts to destroy the pool12/data@nov snapshot will not destroy the snapshot immediately.  
D. The zfs directory –R pool12/data command will destroy the file system immediately.  
E. The defer_destroy property is set to on for the pool12/data@nov data set.  
F. The userrefs property is set to 1 (or higher) for the pool12/data@nov data set.  
Answer: B,E  
 
Question No: 13 



A server has a nonglobal zone named zoneA. The following boot environments are listed in the global zone.  

 
Which three statements describe the current state of the system?  
A. The BE1 boot environment cannot be activated from the nonglobal zone.  
B. The nonglobal zone cannot be booted to solaris-1 BE at this time.  
C. The solaris-1 BE cannot be activated from the nonglobal zone.  
D. To boot the nonglobal zone to the solaris-1 BE, the global zone must first be booted to the solaris-1 BE.  
E. The solaris-1 BE has been activated in the nonglobal zone.  
F. The nonglobal zone solaris-1 BE is not bootable and must be repaired.  
Answer: B,C,F  
 
Question No: 14 
What can you retrieve using a vmstat command?  
A. the number of kernel threads active on the system  
B. the amount of physical memory available on the system  
C. the rate of system calls made on the system  
D. the amount of time spent on paging activity  
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 15  
Which option provides limits for physical, swap, and locked memory?  
A. rcap.max-rss  
B. zone.max-locked-memory  
C. capped-memory  
D. zone.max-memory  
Answer: C  
 
Question No: 16  
You plan to use the Automated Installer (AI) to install a nonglobal zone named zone1. You created custom 
manifest for the nonglobal zone and named it zone1manifest.  
Which command must you use to add this custom manifest to the s11-sparc install service and associate this 
custom manifest with the nonglobal zone?  
A. installadm create-profile –n s11-sparc –f /term/zone1manifest.xml –c zonename=“zone1”  
B. installadm create-manifest –n s11-sparc –f /term/zone1manifest.xml –m zone1manifest –c 
zonename=“zone1”  
C. installadm create-client –n s11-sparc –f /term/zone1manifest.xml –m zone1manifest –c zonename=“zone1”  
D. installadm create-server –n s11-sparc –f /term/zone1manifest.xml –m zone1manifest –c 
zonename=“zone1”  




